Is it feasible or desirable to measure burdens of disease as a single number?
This paper questions the feasibility and desirability of creating a composite health index, such as the DALY (disability adjusted life years), that aggregates information about both mortality and morbidity into one number, to represent the burden of disease. Despite the expressed intention not to include contextual factors in the description of health states, in practice, doing so is unavoidable when trying to construct a health indicator. Including contextual factors leads to severe problems, however, regarding validity and reliability, and these are increased when evaluations of the described health states are made. This renders little confidence in DALYs as a measurement of the burden of disease. Using cost-effectiveness analyses and DALYs as tools in priority setting might have unwanted consequences, and this is not the only method of achieving economic efficiency. The use of this method might also serve to relieve politicians of the responsibility for resource allocation in the health sector. An alternative to a composite index is better and more comprehensive epidemiological data on sexual and reproductive health mortality, morbidity and diseases rather than the better use of health indicators of questionable validity and reliability. These kinds of data are now being collected in connection with the Global Burden of Disease Project. It should be up to the decisions-makers to allocate existing resources based on a balancing of the many good purposes and goals available.